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1 Introduction 

The classical trace theorem in Sobolev spaces asserts that the restriction map of a distribution 

to a codimension one hypersurface extends uniquely to a continuous linear operator from 

Hs(IRk) to Hs- 1!2 (JRk-l ), ifs > 1/2. It is also well known that this result is sharp, see 

Taylor [18] for details. However, dealing with the solutions to hyperbolic p.d.e., one may 

reasonably expect an improvement of their trace regularity. This is actually the case if the 

equation with smooth coefficients is strictly hyperbolic with respect to a codimension one 

trace hypersurface, since then standard energy estimates will yield that the trace map is from 

H 5 (1Rk) to H 8 (IRk-l) locally for any reals. Unfortunately, the same idea will not work if the 

trace surface is timelike, essentially because the presence of grazing rays prohibit the direct 

application of energy estimates. See Symes [16] and Bao and Symes [2] for more comments 

on this aspect. It is obvious that the nonsmooth coefficients will introduce new singularities 

to the solutions so that only limited initial regularity can be propagated. 

In [16], Symes proved a trace theorem for the solution of a second order multidimensional 

wave equation with constant coefficients: For finite energy initial data compactly supported 

away from the boundary (with the absence of the grazing rays), the trace is of class H1~c 

which is as regular a.s the solution in the interior. Some similar trace regularity results were 

obtained by Lasiecka and Triggia.ni [10] for the solutions of second order hyperbolic mixed 

problems based on the application of the Laplace-Fourier transform. See also Lasiecka and 

Triggiani [11] for some sharp global trace regularity results for second order hyperbolic 

equations with smooth coefficients and Neumann boundary conditions. 
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Recently in [2], we proved a. trace theorem for general linear p.d.e. with smooth variable 

coefficients, applying the Hormander-Nirenberg pseudodifferential cutoff technique and the 

method of energy estimates. Our theorem shows that the difficulty above may be resolved 

by imposing more smoothness against grazing ray directions. 

Roughly speaking, the analysis in this pa.per is similar to that of Bao and Symes [2]. Two 

major differences are: 

• Since in this work our attention is restricted to the second order equation, compared 

to the general case in [2] a much simpler 'ljJ.d.o. cutoff of the operator becomes possible. 

• Note that the model problem has nonsmooth coefficients; therefore the propagation of 

singularity theorems, Theorems 2.1-2.2, have to be involved in the analysis in contrast 

to [2] where the coefficients were assumed to be smooth and no side condition was 

introduced and discussed explicitly. 

In this paper, a trace regula.rity theorem on a time like surface is proved for the solution of 

a multidimensional linear acoustic wave equation with nonsmooth coefficients. Our theorem 

indicates that with microlocal restrictions against tangential oscillations in the coefficient, 

the boundary value is just as regular as the solution, in particular as regular as the coefficients 

allow. These properties of traces also indicate that the conclusion of our trace theorem is 

optimal. However, as compared to the one dimensional problem, a much higher degree of 

overall smoothness has to be imposed. 

Because of the non-hyperbolicity of the operator with respect to a time-like hypersurface, 

a pseudo-differential cutoff of the opera.tor and results on propagation of singularities are 
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necessary 111 order to apply the method of energy estimates. Moreover, the presence of 

nonsmooth coefficients demands various results in nonsmooth microlocal analysis. 

In Chapter 2, Rauch's lemma on the algebraic property of microlocal Sobolev spaces and 

a Beals-Reed linear propagation of singularities theorem are extended. Our extension of the 

Beals-Reed theorem guarantees that under similar hypotheses some lower order microlocal 

regularity of the solution (for instance, H~i1-regularity, for s 2:: 0) will also propagate along 

the null bicharacteristics. 

In Chapter 3, we prove a trace regularity theorem for the solution of a linear acoustic 

wave equation by using the propagation of singularities theorem introduced in Chapter 2, 

along with an pseudodifferential ( 1/,,.d,o.) cutoff technique and standard hyperbolic energy 

estimates. 

It is appropriate to conclude this introduction with some general remarks on the useful

ness of our methods. In this pa.per, we only consider a simple second order hyperbolic p.d.e. 

with nonsmooth coefficients at lower order terms ( constant coefficients in the principal part). 

\iVithout any further difficulty, similar results may also be obtained for higher order hyper-

bolic p.d.e. with nonsmooth coefficients at lower order terms. A combination of our earlier 

result in [2] (for smooth variahle leading terms) and the ideas in this paper may lead to a 

analogous trace regularity result for a second order strictly hyperbolic p.d.e. with smooth 

coefficients at the principa.l part and nonsmooth coefficients at the lower order terms. 

As one can expect, the case when nonsmooth coefficients are present in the principal part 

of the operator is much more difficult to study. One of the main reasons is because that 

our Beals-Reed type result on propagation of singularities (Theorem 2.1) is possible because 
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the highest order symbol of the operator is smooth, so that a pseudo-differential cut-off 

could be found following Nirenberg [1:3] such that the principal part of its commutation with 

the differential operator vanishes. However, such a pseudo-differential cut-off will not be 

available when coefficients of the principal part of the operator are nonsmooth, see Beals 

and Reed [7] for more discussions. For this problem, some partial results have been obtained 

and will be reported elsewhere. 

Notation. Throughout this work, the reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic 

calculus of Pseudodifferential Operators (" 1p.d.o. ") as stated in Taylor [18] and Nirenberg 

[13]. A classical 'ljul.o. P of order mis denoted as PE OP Sm with its symbol p E Sm. 

ES(P) stands for the essential support of operator P. vVF(u) denotes the wave front set of 

a distribution u. Hs is the standard L2-type Sobolev space and Hz8
0
c means a local Sobolev 

space. (0 means (1 + 1~1 2
)

112
• The Fourier transform of a distribution u is expressed as ft. 

Usually, the constant from the Fourier Transform is assumed to be absorbed by the integral. 

For simplicity, C serves a.s a generalized positive constant the precise value of which is not 

needed. Finally, :x:r is tlw characteristic function of a set r. 

2 Propagation of Singularities 

Our main result in this chapter is a linear propagation of singularities theorem which is an 

extension of Theorem 1 in [6] ("the Beals-Reed theorem"). The theorem assures that weaker 

regularity ( than in [ 6]) of the solution may also be propagated along the null bicharacteristics. 

The main ingredients in our proof are an extended Rauch's lemma and a commutator lemma. 
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We also take care of an interesting special case ( which often appears in practice) where the 

coefficients depend only on some of the variables and show that for this case better regularity 

results will become possible. 

We prove the theorem by following the general scheme of the proof of the Beals-Reed 

theorem in [6]. The pseudoclifferentia.l cutoff technique in their proof was analogous to a 

proof of Hormander's theorem (see [8] for the original form) as described in Nirenberg [13]. 

Except for the use of Rauch's lemma since nonsmooth coefficients and right-hand side were 

present, the key step was a commutator lemma which allowed them to compute the action 

on Hs n H-;,.,1!(,) of a commutator of a 1/;.cl.o. with a differential operator whose coefficient 

was nonsmooth. Then a local existence theorem with microlocal hypotheses completed their 

proof. 

The following estimate will be used frequently. Other related kernel estimates may be 

found in Beals [4] and Beals and Reed [7]. 

Proposition 2.1 (Rauch and Reed {15}) Define 

Tg,h(O = j K(C77)f(77)g(l- 11)d11 

where f, g E L 2
• Then the estimate 

holds if K(~, 1J) can be decomposed into flnitely many pieces! i.e. 1( = Li Ki(l, 1J )i each of 

which satisfies one of the following conditions: 
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(2) sup j'IK;(e, 1) )12de '.S Co < +oo. 
7/ 

An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 leads to a key estimate in this chapter. 

Corollary 2.1 Define 

T (e)=jf(17)g(t-17)d 
g.h (77)°' (e - 77)f1 77 

where f, g E L 2 (IFr), a+ ,cJ > n/2. Then 

We will also need: 

Proposition 2.2 Assume that A'' is a closed cone which is strictly contained in an open 

cone J(. If e E J{'' 17 E J{C' then 

(1) le - 111 ~ C\ 1e1, C'i > O; 

(2) if lei~ Co> 0, then (e - 77) ~ C(e). 

2.1 Microlocal Sobolev spaces 

We present some basic properties of microlocal Sobolev spaces. Only new results will be 

proved. 

The standard Schauder 's !em.ma asserts that H 8 (IRn) is an algebra for s > n/2. Con-

cerning the lower order Sobolev spaces, one can generalize Schauder's lemma in a number of 

ways. 

1lV E Hmin(s1,s2,s1 +srn/2-8) for any 8 > 0 . 
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See Beals [4] for a proof when either .s 1 , s2 ?:: 0 or s1, s2::; n/2 and s1 +s2?:: 0. The complete 

proof may be found in Bao [l]. 

For family of distributions, we state a slightly weaker algebraic property. 

Lemma2.2 (Generalized Schauder's Lemma) lfs1,s2 ?:: 0, u(x) E Hs1 (1Rn°), v(x,y) E 

H 52 (1Rn), and l ::; n 0 ::; n. Then 

withs= min{s1,s2,s1 + s2 - no/2-8}, for any fj > 0. 

The proof is a combination of some kernel estimates and Young's inequality, see [1] for a 

complete proof. 

It is evident that the microlocal Sobolev spaces give a precise description about how 

regularity and singularities are propagated for solutions to linear strictly hyperbolic p.d.e .. 

Definition 2.1 u E HsnH;i£(;r0 ,fo) if there exist rp(x) E C0 (1Rn) with rp(xo)-/= 0 and a 

conic neighborhood I C IRn\ {0} of fo such that 

To work on microlocal Sobolev spaces, Rauch's lemma is essential. It gives the algebraic 

property of this interesting class of spaces. Here, we prove an extended Rauch's lemma. 

Lemma 2.3 Suppose that for some (xo, lo) E T*(IRn°)\0 where (xo, Yo, fo, TJo) E T*(IRn)\0 

(1 :::; n0 s; n), the distributions u, v satisfy u(x) E Hs n H'/ne(x0 ,fo) and v(x,y) E H 1 n 

H'/ne(xo, Yo, fo, r70), with no/2 < s, 0 s; ls; s, q, and q < l + s - n0 /2. Then 

u(x)v(:i:,y) E ft n H!e(xo,Yo,fo,Tlo). 
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Proof The fact that uv E Hf
0

c comes from Lemma 2.2. W.L.O.G., we may assume that 

u, v have compact supports in their own spaces. Moreover, we only prove the lemma for 

the case q > s; a natural modification of the proof will yield the conclusion for q ~ s. Let 

J( be a conic neighborhood of ( fo, 170 ) which is small enough so that v E H1 n H':nc(I<) and 

U E HS n H;,ie(r), where f is the projection of J( 011 the rspace. Let ](' cc ](, a strictly 

smaller conic neighborhood of (fo, r70 ). f' is the projection of I<'. It suffices to show that 

Write u = u1 + u 2 , v = v1 + v2 such that 

Then 

According to Lemma 2.2, u2v2 E Hq, therefore it suffices to show that 

Let 

(~)qu2(0 = h(O , 

( e, 11) q v2 ( e, 11) = 92 ( e, 11) , 

then Ji E L2(IR.n°) and 9i E L2(IRn), i = 1, 2. Thus we may decompose 
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where 

[
1 

= (~, )qj XK1 (~,r7)x:r(~i)XKc(t-t1,77)fi(t1)91(t-6,77)dt1 
'r7 (6)9(e - 6, 77)1 ' 

12 
= (~ )qj XK 1

( t, 'l )Xrc( ti)xr<(t - 6, 77 )f1 (t1)g2(t - 6, 77 )d6 
'

17 
(6)s(t-t1,77)9 ' 

l 3 = ( e' 17) q J X KI ( e' 17 h re ( e 1 ) X [( C ( e - 6 ' 77) f 1 ( 6) 91 ( e - 6 ' 77) d6 . 
(t1)s(e - 6, 17)1 

Therefore, to accomplish the proof, we only need to show that I; E L2 (IR,n) (i = 1, · · ·, 3). 

On support 11, (l-6,11) E gc and (l,11) E J(' ~ (6,0) ~ C(~,77). Hence 

I 1 I< j I !i(6)g1(t - 6, 77) I d6 
1 

- (e-e1,77) 1 ' 

therefore an extension of Corollary 2.1 and the hypotheses will yield 

On support 12, 6 Ere, (t,17) El('~ (t-6,77) ~ C(e,77), Young's inequality gives 

Thus, one gets from the hypothesis s > n0 /2 that 

On support l3, t1 Ere,(~ -6,17) E KC, ((,17) EK. Then, since q < l + s - n0 /2, one may 

apply an extension form of Proposition 2.3 below to obtain 

D 
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Remark on Lemma 2.3. Note that for n0 = n and l = s, this lemma becomes the original 

Ranch's lemma. Since l can be any constant between O and s, q can be any number in the 

interval[/, s + l - n0 /2), Lemma 2.3 is indeed an improvement of Rauch's lemma (even when 

no= n). 

We claim that like Rauch's lemma, Lemma 2.3 cannot be strengthened. The following 

result and an example exhibit the extent to which the result is applicable. 

Proposition 2.3 Let !{1 , !{2 , and J( be cones in IRn\O and assume that Ui E Hs;(IRn) and 

fnv F(wi) C Ki, i = 1, 2, where fr denotes the projection on the second factor (or on the 

freq1Lency space). If f{ CC I<f n Iq, then 

Remark. \t\Then .s < .s 1 + .s 2 - n/2, the result is due to Rauch (Theorem 2.2 in [14]); the 

extreme case was first observed by !\foyer in [12]. The proposition cannot be strengthened 

because an example of Beals, see Beals [5] pages 15-16 for details. 

2.2 Commutator len1ma 

Having introduced the basic concepts of microlocal Sobolev spaces, we now present a commu

tator lemma which is necessary in order to prove any results on propagation of singularities 

for a p.d.e. with nonsmooth coefficients. 

Lemma 2.4 (Generalized Commutator Lemma) Let p1 (x, y, (, 'T/) E S1(IRn) and b0 (x, y, (, ry) E 

S 0 (IRn), and ass11.me that for some (;ro,fo) E T*(IRn°)) (xo,Yo,fo,'T/o) E T*(IRn) (1::; no::; 
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q, and q < l + s - (1 + n 0 /2). Then 

We shall only prove this lemma for the case n 0 = n; the general case follows after some 

obvious modifications. The proof contains two steps: Proposition 2.4 offers the local version 

of the commutator action, while the microlocal version is given as Proposition 2.5. 

Proposition 2.4 Letp1(x,O E 81, b0 (x,0 E S0 be properly supported, let l+n/2 < sJ and 

assume that a(:i:) E Hs and v(:i:) E JJI with O '.S l '.S s. Then 

[bo(:r, D), a(.r)p1(x, D)]v(x) E H 1
• 

Proof Assume that bo, p1 depend on ( only, and v, a are compactly supported (the general 

case requires some obvious modifications). \Ve only consider l 2: 1 case. A slightly different 

analysis will lead to the conclusion for O :S l < 1. 

[bo( D), a(a; )JJ1 ( D)] v( 0 

bo(O j a(ry)p1(( - TJ)'l1(( - 11)dry - j a(ry)p1(( - ry)bo(~ - ry)v(~ - ry)dry 

j a(ry)(bo(O - bo(( - r7))JJ1(( - ry)v(( - ry)dry. 

Write a(17) = f(ry)/(17) 8
, f1(( - r7) = g(( - 17)/(( - 77/, then J,g E L2

• Thus 

(01 [bo(D), a(.r)pi(D)]v(O = j K(l, 77)J(77)g(l - 77)d77, 

where 
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By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to divide J( into finitely many pieces so that 

But this is obvious from the given regularity assumptions and Proposition 2.2, together with 

the following facts: For 1111 > l~l/2 and I~ - 17I > l~l/2, 

For 1111 > l~l/2 and I~ - 171 < l~l/2, 

IFI < C . 
\. - (os-1 ' 

For l11I < lll/2, l -17::::: ~' thus lbo(O - bo(t - 11)1 :s; C(ry)/(e), and consequently, 

D 

Proposition 2.5 Let p1 (:r,0 E 81
, b0 (:i:,O E S0 be properly supported1 and assume that 

for some (xo,fo) E T*(IRn)\O, a(;r) E Hs n H!e(xo,fo) and v(x) E H 1 n H;,,g(xo,fo), with 

1 + n/2 < s, 0 :s_; l :s_; s, q and q < l + s - (1 + n/2). Then 

(2.1) 

Proof As before, after making some simplifications, we have 

[bo(D), a(;r)p1(D)]v(O = .I a(17)(bo(O - bo(( - 17))P1(( - ry)v(( - 17)d17. 
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Let]( be a small conic neighborhood of fo such that a E HsnH;,iAK) and v E H1nH;,if.(I{). 

Let J{' be a strictly smaller conic neighborhood of fo; then in order to prove (2.1) it suffices 

to show that 

\ K, ( 0 (,) q [ bo ( D) , a ( x) ]J1 ( D)] v ( 0 E L 2 
. 

Write 

= \J<(r7)a1(r7) + XKc(17)a2(rt) 
(r7)r (17)s ' 

= \K(' - 17)v1(' - 17) + XKc(t - 17)v2(e - rt) 
(,-r7)q (t-11)1 ' 

where a;, v; E L2 (i = 1, 2). 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

\Ve only prove (2.1) for the case where q > s, since if q ::; s then (2.3) will become 

a(17) = 7;~), and the same analysis will go through with much simpler arguments. 

Substituting (2.:3) and (2A) into (2.2), we then have 

where 

. ~ XK 1 (0(()q\1,·(17)'(1,·(( - rt)(bo(() - bo(( - 17))(( - rt) 
(1) liu(~, r7) = (

7
?)q(~ _ rJ)q , 

(2) y (t ) = XI< 1 (~)(0qx1<(11)x1<c(( - 11)(bo(O - bo(~ - 77))(( - r7) 
\.12 .,,, r7 (r7)q(( - 77)1 ' 

X !{ I ( 0 ( 0 'IX J{ C ( 17) X J,; ( ~ - 77) ( bo ( 0 - bo ( ~ - 77)) ( e - 77) 
(3) K21(~,77) = (

77
)s(t-

77
)q , 

(4) y (t ') = XK 1 (~)(0'lx1,·c(r1)xgc(~ - r7)(bo(O - bo(l - 77))(t - 77) 
\.22 <,,,77 (77 )s((- 77 )1 · 

It follows from Proposition 2.1 ( essentially Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) that the corre

sponding estimates of the kernels will complete the proof: 
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(1) J{11 will be handled exactly as in Proposition 2.4, knowing the fact that 1 +n/2 < q. 

(2) Since CJ > S, the hypothesis implies that l - l > n/2. On supp K12, e - T/ E KC, 

l E !{' =} (17) :2: C (0; hence 

if It - 111 :2: Cltl , 

if Ill~ Cll-771, 

.T C 
then IA 12 I S (e)l-l , 

then IK12 I S (( _ ~ )l-l . 

(3) On supp K21, 17 E KC, l EI{'=} (l - 77) ~ C((). Now 

if lrtl ~ 1(1/2 , then IK21 I S (l - ~)s-l , s - l > n/2; 

if 1771 < lll/2 then e - 17 ~ e' thus lbo(O - bo(l - rt)I::; C(ry)/(0' 

( 4) On supp K22, 17 E J(C' t - 17 E J{C, e E J(' =} Proposition 2.3 can be applied to 

treat this term since q S l + s - ( 1 + n/2). 

0 

2.3 Propagation of singularities theorem 

Vl/e are now ready for a formal statement of the main result of this chapter: a linear prop-

agation of singularities theorem for ?.f,.cl.o. equations with nonsmooth coefficients at lower 

order terms. The proof follows exactly the proof of Beals-Reed theorem in [6] with the orig-

inal Ranch's lemma replaced by its extension Lemma 2.3 and the commutator lemma of [6] 

replaced by Lemma 2.4. Therefore we omit the proof. 
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Theorem 2.1 Let Pm(:r, D) be a strictly hyperbolic homogeneous 7/J.d.o. of degree m ~ 2, 

( t) E 5m-l p (''' t) E Lc,•m- 2 , with X = (x1,x2) E JRno X JRn-no, 1 <_no<_ n. Let r Pa X, r,, , . /3 ;,. , c., 

be a null bicharacteristic of Pm passing through (xo, fo) E T*(JRn)\O. Denote K = II(f), 

II: T*(IRn)--+ T*(JR_no) the projection map. Assume that 

(i) 1 + n0 /2 < s, 0 :S l :S s, q, and q < l + s - (1 + no/2); 

( , } Hq+m-2+c( t ) r O < < 1 i:v v E me :ro, -,o , 1 or some _ E _ , 

and that 

[Pm(x, D) + ~ac,(:ri)pc,(:r, D) + ~a/3(x1)P/3(x, D)]v(x) = f(x). 

Then 

An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 is a theorem on propagation of singularities 

due to Beals and Reed, Theorem 1 in [6]. 

Remark on Theorem 2.1. 

Notice that the Beals-Reed theorem as well as Rauch's Lemma are designed for the study 

of nonlinear propagation of singularities. In that case the coefficients or the right-hand side, 

roughly speaking, have same ( or closely related) regularity as the solution to the problem. 

Theorem 2.1 deals with much more general situations, since l could vary from O to s and 

q E [/, l + s - (1 + n0 /2)) ( unlike in the Beals-Reed theorem). 
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We conjecture that Theorem 2.1 cannot be improved much concerning the regularity 

requirements for the coefficients and right-hand side, since the conclusions of Lemma 2.3 

and Lemma 2.4 cannot be strengthened. 

The most precise information about the propagation of singularities may be obtained 

in the case of one space dimension. Roughly speaking, the improved microlocal regularity 

is then propagated a.long null bicharacteristics with very few restriction on the order of 

smoothness. This certainly is not implied by Theorem 2.1. Note that the result itself is not 

too surprising if one observes that the one dimensional wave operator can be factored into 

products of differential operators. But it suggests a substantial difference between the one 

dimension and rnultidimension for hyperbolic p.d.e., which is somehow remarkable. 

3 Trace Regularity Theorem 

3.1 Properties of ~J.d.o.-like operators 

It is evident that a smooth family of ij,.d.o. P(x, y, Dx) E OPSm(IRk0
), for ea.ch y E rn,k-ko 

with ko < k, which may be clenotf'd as P E c=(rn,k-ko, 0PSm(IR,k0
)), is not necessarily a 

~J.d.o. in IRk, see Bao and Symes [2] or Taylor [17]. In [2], we concluded that a smooth family 

of 'ljJ.d.o. in fact behaves like a i/'.d.o., hence will be called a 'ljJ.d.o.-like operator. 

From now on, fI2 : X E T*( IR"') ---+ Y E rn,k x rn,ko serves as a map for k > k0 , 
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Recall that the normal bundle of a foliation IRk = IR,k-ko x IR,k0 is the set 

We now recall a fattening lemma ( the Lemma in Bao and Symes [2]). The usefulness of 

this lemma will become clear in the proofs of the coming trace theorems. 

Lemma 3.1 (Fattening Lemma) let B(x,y,Dx) E C00 (IR,k-ko,opsm(IR,k0
) andA(x,y,Dx,Dy) E 

b ti l b dl f IR ko m k-ko 4 l th t e 1,e norma un , ,e o . x 11\ · •• . so, assume a 

(1) A is microlocal elliptic on a conic set Ell(A), with NCC Ell(A); 

(2) u E H" n H,~,11 
( [T*( IR/;) \Ell( A)] n fi;-- 1 ES(B( ·, Y, ·)) ); 

Then 

B bu E Hh-m+i (IRk) 
q Joe ' 

in addition, zf' B is either a conpo[utional operator or its symbol has compact support in 

spatial variables, 

Remark. The lemma provides a convenient way to determine the regularity of the action of 

a smooth family of 'lj,.d.o. on a distribution under some appropriate hypotheses. This lemma 

plays a dominant role in deriving our trace regularity theorem. 
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Furthermore, an estimate can be obtained by carrying out all the corresponding estimates 

in the proof of Lemma :3.1: 

Lemma 3.1' Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, the following estimate holds: 

where ¢0 (x) E Ctf'(IRk), PE OPS0 and ES(P) ~ a sufficiently small conic neighborhood of 

r = [T*(IRk)\El/1] n 1121 ES(B( ·, y, ·)) and p = 1 on f n {(x, e) : ltl > l}. 

3.2 Construction of a cutoff 

From now on, the space variable is always denoted as (x', xn) E IRn-l x IR, n 2: 2, and the 

Fourier variables dual to t, J.'. are u.', ( respectively. 

For convenience, we construct. a cutoff in Lemma 3.2 below by following Nirenberg's 

construction of 1/1.cl.o. cutoffs in [1:3]. Although the lemma is stated for the wave operator 

D = 8; - 6 (6 is the n-dimensional Laplacian), which is what we need in this work, it is 

clear from the proof that the corresponding result for general operators can be established 

with no further difficulty. 

Let 

D(:c, t, ~' w) = (1/2)(w2 
- 1e1 2

) , 

the bicharacteristic strips of D are defined by the Hamiltonian System 

:i: = -t' C = Q 
',, ' 

t = u.' ' w = 0. 
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The null bichara.cteristics of D ar<' those that satisfy w2 = 1~1 2 
• For example, one can easily 

write down the characteristic through the point (x0 , 0, fo, w0 ) with w5 = lfol 2 as 

{ (.1:, t, ~, w) : :r = :r o - ( fo / wo) t, ~ = fo, and w = Wo} . 

Lemma 3.2 Given a conic set 1 , there e.i:ists a BE OPS0 such that 

(1) [B, DJ E OPS0
; 

(2) B is elliptic on the null bicharacteristics (Hamiltonian flow) generated by the 

wave operator D out of,,. 

Proof According to Nirenberg's proof of the theorem of propagation of singularities, we 

can find a 'lj,,.d.o. A of order zero for every null bicharacteristic of D out of, such that A is 

elliptic on a small conic neighborhood of the bicharacteristic and [A, D] E OP S 0
• 

Now B may be constructed in the following way: B = LA where A is defined as 

above. Then B E OPS0
, it can be arranged to be elliptic on the Hamiltonian flow out of 

,, and [B, D] E OPS0
. l\foreover, the local compactness of the unit sphere ensures that the 

summation is finite. D 

Remark: The same idea could lead to the existence of.BE OPS0 with all the properties 

of B and, moreover, [.B, D] E O p5-cx. However, it is evident that with the presence of 

nonsmooth coefficients, the fact that [ B, D] E OP s-= will not benefit our analysis any 

further. 
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3.3 Trace theorem 

In this section, we present a trace theorem for a linear acoustic wave equation with nons

mooth coefficients at lower orc!Pr terms. vVith the presence of nonsmooth coefficients, the 

extended Beals-Reed theorem (Theorem 2.1) is necessary to describe how the singularities 

are propagated. 

In order to derive the corresponding trace estimate on the solution, we need a Carding's 

type inequality concerning the microlornl ellipticity. A simple exercise of the calculus of 

·ip.d.o. gives the proof, see Bao [1] for details. 

Lemma3.3 Assume that Q1 E OPS'm1 , Q2 E OPSm2 , with m 1,m2 E IR. Furthermore 

assume Q2 is elliptic on ES( Q1 ). Then for any r E IR, n and D' two open bounded sets of 

IRn with n cc f!', and II E cg0 (f2), 

It is convenient to introduce a useful notation. 

Definition 3.1 Let O C 1Rn be open and bounded, 1 C T*(f!). A constant C is said to 

depend on the !{ 3 n H;,e(-y )-norm of u E cr'(IRk) if for any conic neighborhood r of I there 

exists a Vul.o. of order ::ero with 

• ES(Q) ~ r 

• q = l on I n { (;r, 0 : 1(1 > l} 

and C depends on I lulls+ IIQullr,rl· 
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vVe are now ready to show a trace regularity theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 Suppose that s > :3 + n/2 and that u solves the probleni 

with 

[D - Vo-(:r) · V]u(x, t) = f(x, t), 

u(:i:, t) E IJ1 n H;,;/(,), near {t = O} . 

for small Eo > 0. n is a rompact s11bset of {(x, t) E IR,n+l , ltl, lxnl :S: Eo} and 

r = a conic neighborhood of 1 . 

Assume that 

(i) u E IJ1- 1 n H;,,e(f), l :S: l :S: s; 

map; 

(iii) f E H1
-

1 n H;,Ar l. 

Then 

in fact, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

holds for a ?/1 .cl.o. P of order ::ero ES(P) ~ I'! where </>(x, t)! </>0 (x, t), and </>1 (x, t) E 

Cg:'(ffin+l) are supported near the trace hypersmjace { Xn = O} and the constant C1 depends 
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on Hs-l n H~e(I()-norm of 1j,'va with zj, E C3°(IRn) and .supp(</>), .supp (</>1) C .supp(</>0) 1 

</>0 > 0 on supp(</>) and sv.pp ( ¢i). 

Idea of the proof. As we mentioned before, since the hypersurface {xn = O} is a time-like 

surface, the method of energy estimates cannot be applied directly. To cure this difficulty, 

we shall alter the wave operator D by a 1/,.cl.o. cutoff technique so that { Xn = O} becomes 

a space-like surface. In other words, we shall construct a strictly hyperbolic 'ljJ.d.o. equation 

with respect to the trace {:r,, = O}. Since the operator in our construction is differential in 

Xn, the standard method of energy estimates (for example in John [9] or Taylor [18]) can 

be applied to get the basic estimate. Then, the microlocal hypotheses and Theorem 2.1 

together with Lemmas 3.1, :3.2 will complete the proof. 

Proof Let ,0,,1 be two conic subsets of the set n0 x {(e',w) E IRn, lwl ~ WI} and let 

IIi,i1 C I1 2,f nt, where fJ 2 maps a set to its second factor or the frequency space, and n0 

is generated by n in such a way that each point in n0 may be traced back to n along the 

characteristics of the operator D. That is, 

no= {(:r, t) E m_n+J. :l(xo, to) En, x = Xo - >.t, i>.I = 1}. 

Then, we can find a convolutional operator Q E C00 (IR, OPS0 (IRn)), q = q(t,w), that 

satisfies 

• ES( Q) C ,1 and O ~ Qo ~ I; 

• Qo = 1 on ,on {(x, t,(,w), l(f,w)I > 1}, 

where Qo( (, w) is the principa.l symbol of Q. Define another operator E as 

E rl:j. QD.1:1.1 + (I - Q)l}.x',t , 
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l D ;:i2 ;:i2 ·l A ;:)2 + ~)2 w 1ere x',t = ut - ux, anc WJ·',t = 0 1 CIJ,,. 

Observe that the principal symbol of E 

for j(w, ()I 2: 8, with some positive constants C, 8. Hence, E is an elliptic 'lp.d.o. of order 

two. 

Let ¢ = <f>(x, t) E cr·(IRn+l) with supp¢ C {lxnl < Eo}, We then have a strictly 

symmetric hyperbolic problem 

( -8;,, + E)¢u D¢u + ( l - Q)(LiJ:',t - Dx,,t)<f>u 
(3.4) 

[D, ¢Ju+ <Pf+ <f/V CJ· Vu+ (I - Q)(Lix,,t - Dx,,t)</m . 

Since <p is compactly supported. we actually have a symmetric hyperbolic Cauchy problem 

with zero Cauchy data with :rn playing the role of "time". It follows from a hyperbolic energy 

estimate in Taylor [18] pages 7:3- 7-5, by knowing that [D, ¢] and [Lix,,t - Dx,,t] are operators 

of order one and two respectively, that 

1!(¢u) lx,.=O 111 ~ Cllr.h.8. of (:3.4)111-1 

~ C[ll¢1ull1 + ll1>fll1-1 + 11</JVCJ · Vull1-1 + 11(1 - Q)8;,¢ull1-1], (3.5) 

where <Po E Cf{', and the second inequality makes sense because Q is a convolutional operator. 

From the hypotheses, a natural extension of the Proposition in Beals and Reed [6] pages 

176-177 leads to the fact that u E Hie,, .. Thus, the generalized Schauder's lemma (Lemma 

2.2) yields 

</>V<J · Vu E H1- 1 . 
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Therefore, to complete the proof it suffices to show that 

(I - Q)D;,</m E H1
-

1 
, 

which requires the use of Lemma :3.l. In order to apply Lemma 3.1, we choose B = I - Q E 

c=(JR1
, OPS0 (IW')) of order m = 0, A= D of order rn0 = 2, and h = l-2 in the statement 

of Lemma 3.1. 

Let us look at the assumption (1) of Lemma 3.1, Ell(A) (the elliptic region of A= D) 

is easy to determine. Actually D is elliptic away from the light cone {w2 = lel 2
}. To verify 

hypothesis (:3), one only needs to look at 

DiJ;,cfm = [D, D_;,<J?]u + D;,<J?("v O" ·Vu+ f) , 

which is bounded by the first three terms in (3.2); hence the same arguments yield that 

08~,<J?u E H 1
-

3
• Therefore, the only assumption that needs to be checked is that 

u E H~t,1 ([T~( IR"+1 )\Ell(D)] n Il21 ES(I - Q)) 

and this demands the Beals-Reed type theorem on propagation of singularities (Theorem 

2.1) and Lem1na 3.2. 

In the statement of Theorem 2.1 choose 

(m,11.0,n,l,8,q,<') = (2,n,n + l,l- l,s -1,l,1) 

then the microlocal hypotheses verify all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Notice that the 

main assumption, s > 3 + n/2, is required by the corresponding hypothesis (i) in Theorem 

2.1. Let ,o and ,1 approach the set Do x {(l,w): lwl ~ lfl}. The set 

[T*(IRn+1)\Ell(D)] n fr~ 1ES(I - Q) 
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is contained in a small (conic) neighborhood of the Hamiltonian flow out of 1 . Hence Theorem 

2.1, Lemma 3.2 (in particular, the remarks there), and the microlocal initial hypotheses yield 

that 

u E H;,~1 ([T*(IRn+i )\Ell(D)] n Il21 ES(! - Q)). 

It follows from Lemma :3.2 that there exists a. 'ljul.o. P of order zero such that 

• Pis elliptic on [T*(IR."+1 )\Ell(D)] n Il21ES(J - Q)); 

• [D, P] E OPS0
; 

• pis supported near {:rn = O}. 

From the ellipticity of P, Lemma '.3.1 'a.nd Garding's type inequality Lemma 3.3 yield that 

l!(J - Q)o;,¢ull1-1 < Cll¢1PD_;,¢ull1-1 + Cjj¢ullr 

< Cll[¢1P, D;,]¢ull1-1 + Cll¢1P¢ull1+1 + Cll¢ullr 

< Cll¢oull, + Cll¢1P¢ull1+1 + Cll¢ullr 

for any r E IR. Thus the proof has been reduced to bounding ll¢1P¢ull1+1· 

Applying ¢1P¢ on both sides of equation (3.1 ), one has 

Then the energy estimates together with a simple estimate implied by the commutator lemma 

(Lemma 2.4) yield 

ll¢1P¢ull1+1 :S CIJ¢oull1 + Cll¢ofll1-1 + Cll¢0P¢fll1, (3.6) 
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where C depends on the Hs-l n n;,;1;(I{)-norm of 'l/1 'v a. Here we have used the fact that 

¢>1 (;r,t) E Ccf'(IRn+l) or cpi(:r,t) has compact support int. 

The proof of Theorem :3.1 is then completed. D 

Two remarks on Theorem :3.1 are in order: 

• Hypothesis (:3.2) requires additional microlocal regularity near t = 0, as demanded 

by the application of the result on propagation of singularities. This hypothesis is 

rather diflicult to verify in practice. It seems that similar hypotheses are made in all 

the previous results on propagation of singularities. We believe that with the help of 

a duality argument Hypotlwsis (:3.2) can be replaced by a hypothesis on microlocal 

regularity of the Cauchy data on { t = 0}. Similar (but more subtle) approach may be 

found in Bao and Symes [:3]. Details of this and other related issues will be addressed 

elsewhere. 

• We conjecture that the reg11la.rity assumptions on the coefficients can not be strength-

ened, see our remark on Theorem 2. 1. The fact that the local regularity assumption 

on f is optimal is evident. However, it still remains to see that whether the microlocal 

regularity requirement on f is optimal. 
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